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Description

[0001] This invention relates to electro-mechanical
switches, and more particularly, to controls that are pri-
marily used in complex signal systems for monitoring
and controlling the flow of vehicular and railroad traffic
or industrial processes including electric utilities, petro-
chemical, water treatment and materials handling sys-
tems.
[0002] Design engineers and manufacturers of both
large and small control panels are continually striving to
maximize the amount of control function they can pro-
vide within the smallest amount of panel space. In ad-
dition to the cost savings achieved by using less me-
chanical equipment and a smaller amount of floor
space, higher density control panels allow an operator
to view and control more functions for a given amount
of space and therefore require fewer personnel to oper-
ate.
[0003] The majority of traffic flow control systems in-
terface with programmable logic controllers that actually
direct traffic flow control situations. Customers are gen-
erally not interested in having redundant spare switches
in case of a failure. This is because there are now mul-
tiple electrical/electronic system driven safety backups
should an electrical circuit malfunction for any reason.
Also, wiring is both heavy and expensive and duplicate
function spare wires consume too much space in pan-
els. Because spare wires also consume connector and
terminal block space and the labor to assemble them,
wire cables and harnesses to these controller switches
carry the fewest number of individual wires necessary
for the required signals. Rewiring of connectors or har-
nesses to access backup switch modes in a controller
switch is neither practical nor reliable once a panel is
completely installed in the field.
[0004] Today, designers are more interested in circuit
flexibility and maximizing the number of circuit functions
that can be accessed for a given panel space. Design
engineers also often prefer to identify certain specific
operating motions to circuit activation. Perhaps, as an
added safety feature to prevent inadvertent operation,
a designer may require an operator to pull or push and
then quickly turn a knob before a circuit can operate.
Conversely, the designer may require a specific degree
of rotation to activate a specific circuit or require a circuit
be momentary in one direction of rotation and main-
tained or latching in the opposite direction of rotation.
[0005] DE 23 42 425 A discloses a micro switch dis-
posed in a chamber of the housing thereof. The switch
is rotated by a shaft wherein a lever arm having a roller
at a distal end is allowed to pivot when following a cam
track styled enclosure to the housing with modifications
in the cam track such to move the lever arm into contact
with the button of the switch.
[0006] US 3 384 727 A discloses a switch having an
actuated disk selectively depressing a button or buttons
of a switch or gang of switches.

[0007] US 5 817 996 A discloses a switch of the type
described in the pre-characterizing portion of claim 1.
[0008] It is an object of the invention to provide a
switch capable of left turn, right turn, left and right turn,
or push-pull left turn right turn combinations of action.
[0009] Another object is to provide a switch capable
of maintained switch action, momentary switch action,
or combinations of both in any switch with multiple po-
sitions.
[0010] Still another object is to provide a switch which
can incorporate multiple means of mounting, multiple
means of signal wire termination, an extensive variety
of circuit possibilities, and an array of multiple LED illu-
mination capability packaged in the smallest possible
controller switch footprint available today.
[0011] Yet another object of the invention is to provide
a control panel switch which provides for an improve-
ment in panel density and an increase in signal functions
per cubic volume of panel space, thereby providing cus-
tomers with unparalleled cost savings.
[0012] These objects, according to the invention, are
solved by the features of the characterizing portion of
claim 1.
[0013] Preferred embodiments and further develop-
ments of the invention are described in claims 2 to 1.
[0014] The present invention provides a modular fam-
ily of multi-function high circuit density controls that can
realize a range of specific types of circuits and actions
that can be easily matched to the needs of particular
applications. The invention can be used in a family of
controls that can be adapted to a variety of behind panel
depth limitations while still providing the maximum
number of discrete circuits for a given cubic volume of
space. The control density provided by the invention is
unmatched by any currently available device or series
of devices.
[0015] The modular concept of a switch according to
the invention is to allow them to be easily replaced in a
panel or grid system by removing one nut and discon-
necting the plug connector. A new switch can be quickly
mounted in the grid or panel, and the malfunction unit
can be repaired at a remote site.
[0016] A switch according to the invention allows for
left turn, right turn, left and right turn, or push-pull left
turn right turn combinations of action, with the switch
actions being maintained, momentary, or combinations
of both in any switch with multiple positions. The Switch
incorporates multiple means of mounting, multiple
means of signal wire termination, an extensive variety
of circuit possibilities, and an array of multiple LED illu-
mination capability packaged in the smallest controller
switch footprint available today. The resultant improve-
ment in panel density and signal functions per cubic vol-
ume of space provides customers with unparalleled cost
savings.
[0017] Switches incorporating the present invention
are designed around a single unit base structure with a
simple "drop-in design" mechanical operating mecha-
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nism that allows for interchangeable mounting bushings
and operating shafts of various lengths for different pan-
el or grid/title thickness'. All switches feature either cable
or connector control wire termination and the "drop-in"
electrical switching contact elements can be varied to
customize individual control circuit requirements. The
design provides for simple, but unique, precise operat-
ing shaft and control surface stops to insure that millions
of operating cycles will be possible under severe field
conditions.
[0018] By incorporating all of the push/pull/turn forms
of action into a primary internal shaft support bearing
the overall length of the control is reduced while a higher
level of protection from the elements is achieved. That
is, external control open areas which allow dust and dirt
to enter moving parts are eliminated by encapsulating
the shaft and its associated switch modules within a
common enclosure.
[0019] The following detailed description, given by
way of example and not intended to limit the present in-
vention solely thereto, will best be appreciated in con-
junction with the accompanying drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 is a top plan view of one switch assembly of
the present invention illustrated in an open arrange-
ment.
Fig. 1A is a front view of the switch assembly de-
picted in Fig. 1.
Fig. 2 shows a grid plate suitable for use with a
switch assembly in accordance with the invention.
Figs. 2A and 2B illustrate top and side views of a lid
suitable for the assembly of Fig. 1.
Figs. 3A and 3B include detailed illustrations of the
torsion spring sub-assembly of the switch assembly
depicted in Fig. 1 as the sub-assembly is viewed
from two perspectives.
Fig. 4 is a plan view of a 14 module switch assembly
in accordance with the invention. Figs. 4A and 4B
illustrate single and double clamps in exploded
views, respectively.
Fig. 5 is a plan view of a 4 module rotation switch
assembly in accordance with the invention.
Fig. 6 is a plan view of a 4 module push-pull switch
assembly.
Figs. 7A, 7B, and 7C illustrate several views of
switch modules and switch module drivers which
are suitable for use with the invention.
Fig. 7D includes several views of push switch mod-
ules and pins according to the invention for the pur-
pose of showing how the push modules and pins
are integrated into the invention's switch assembly.
Fig. 8 is a plan view of the switch assembly of Fig.
I in which the wiring associated with the switch mod-
ules is shown.
Figs. 9a-9e show several operating disks which
may be used in the switch assemblies of the inven-
tion.
Fig. 10 is a plan view of an 8 switch module push-

pull switch assembly.
Fig. 11A is a plan view of an LED carrier with LEDs
in accordance with the invention.
Fig. 11B shows the LED carrier of Fig. 11A as at-
tached to a switch assembly of the invention.
Figs. 11C and 11D show alternative embodiments
of switch assemblies incorporating LED carriers in
accordance with the invention.
Fig. 12A shows three different types of switch as-
semblies and their respective grid connections in
accordance with a control grid of the present inven-
tion.
Fig. 12B is a detailed illustration of a grid mounted
switch assembly of the invention.
Fig. 13A shows an LED indicator incorporated into
the shaft of a switch assembly according to the in-
vention, the LED indicator being easily replaceable
from the front of a panel in which the switch assem-
bly is incorporated.
Fig. 13B shows an alternative technique for incor-
porating an LED indicator into the shaft of a switch
assembly according to the invention, the LED indi-
cator being easily replaceable from the front of a
panel in which the switch assembly is incorporated.
Fig. 13C shows an another alternative technique for
incorporating an LED indicator into the shaft of a
switch assembly according to the invention.
Fig. 13D-13H illustrate an LED incorporated into the
shaft of a switch assembly according to the inven-
tion.
Figs. 14A, 14B and 15 show various types of illumi-
nation layouts which can be realized with the switch
assemblies of the invention.
Fig. 16 shows an alternative grid plate suitable for
use with a switch assembly of the invention.
Fig. 17 shows a top view of a switch assembly
mounted in a grid according to the invention.

[0020] A family of left turn only, right turn only, left and
right turn, push turn, pull turn and push-pull turn switch-
es as herein described, accept from 1 to 14 (but expand-
able to more) Form C (one normally open, one normally
closed) switching modules from a variety of different
manufacturers. The switch actions can be maintained,
momentary, or combinations of both in any switch with
multiple positions.
[0021] The push only, pull only and push-pull only em-
bodiments mentioned above and described in more de-
tail with reference to figures 6 and 10 do not form a part
of the invention but represent background art which is
useful for understanding the invention.
[0022] A preferred embodiment of a switch assembly
2 of the present invention includes a rectangular hous-
ing 6 accessible by removal of a lid 13 currently attached
with 3 screws (longer versions may require two addition-
al lid screws). The housing 6 can be machined, molded
or die cast and is designed to accept a variety of different
diameter and length bushings at one end and a variety
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of wiring means at the other end with connectors, indi-
vidual wires or cable sets being the most popular inter-
faces. The housings 6 are consistent in overall rectan-
gular face panel size and, for the same number of cir-
cuits, are 30% smaller in volume than any other switch
assembly being sold. The housings 6 will accept a main
one piece operating shaft 8 located on both horizontal
and vertical centers and running longitudinally approxi-
mately 3/4 of the length of the housing. The operating
shaft 8 will operate in rotational and/or longitudinal di-
rectional modes with either maintained (latching) or mo-
mentary shaft 8 positions. Movement of the shaft 8 with
its integral key, attached disks, or both items will actuate
a single or multiple drop-in switch module elements in
a precise fashion. Operation of some of the drop-in
switch module elements through their direct movement
and rotation of the mounting position of other modules
to permit variation in switch operating actions, provides
unique design elements allowing for a significantly wider
array of circuits and operating actions. The inclusion of
a modular single or multi-LED illumination system for a
variety of panel thickness or grid and tile mount systems
results in panel density space savings of up to 50%. The
unique LED illumination system easily mounts to switch
controllers and is adjustable for switches mounted on a
variety of different thickness panels. The same unique
LED system is also designed to mount to grid and tile
systems of different thickness' or different size and type
tiles, thereby supplying a universally mountable family
of products. Therefore, the end users (railroads, electric
utilities, etc.) of these control panels now have the ability
to select from a variety of competitive panel builders
without having to sacrifice on overall panel size for a
given area of control density.
[0023] The present invention allows for controller
switches (without indicators) to be stacked on 16 mm
(0,630") vertical centers and 24 mm (0,950") horizontal
centers providing an unequaled panel density of this
type of control in the industry. In addition, in the case of
controllers supplied with up to 3 LED indicators, the den-
sity is 24 mm (0,950") on center enabling designers of
grid and tile systems to achieve as much as a 50% re-
duction in panel space as all other 24 mm to 25 mm grid
and tile systems marketed require illumination indica-
tors that use a completely separate tile space in the grid
structure.
[0024] Another advantage of the present invention is
that the basic design allows for easy repair of controller
switches installed in the field should a switch element
fail mechanically or electrically. The all drop-in compo-
nents are housed within an enclosure with a lid. The sim-
ple removal of the three screws holding the lid in place
will provide access to the mechanism and the malfunc-
tioning switch element can be easily replaced. In many
other designs, the switch contacts or elements are per-
manently assembled and the control must be scraped if
there is a failure of any circuit. For customers that do
their own routine maintenance on large control systems,

this is a significant advantage. They can maintain a
much smaller and less costly inventory as only switch
modules need to be stocked. These switch units are
compact and are only a small fraction of the cost of a
full controller switch assembly.
[0025] Fig. 1 is a plan view of a switch assembly 2 in
accordance with the present invention. The switch as-
sembly 2 includes eight switching modules 4a-4h which
are within an enclosure including a one-piece compact
housing 6 and are actuated by a shaft 8. Of course, the
number of switching modules 4 that may be included in
the assembly 2 is a design choice that will be discussed
in more detail below.
[0026] The enclosure includes a lid 13 which is not
shown in Fig. 1 for purposes of clarity. Figs. 2A and 2B
show top and side views, respectively, of the lid 13 suit-
able for attaching to the housing 2 as illustrated with ref-
erence again to Fig. 1. As shown in Fig. 2A, the lid 13
preferably includes three through holes 15a, 15b and
15c to accommodate screws for fastening the lid 13 to
the housing 6 of Fig. 1 via cover retaining screw points
11a, 11b and 11c.
[0027] The compact housing 6 is designed to mini-
mize the vertical, horizontal and depth profile of the as-
sembly 2, thereby permitting high density stacking of
multiple assemblies and allowing for control of all critical
dimensions regarding parts alignment via one part of the
assembly 2. The front of the housing 6 is designed with
an alignment slot 10 to provide for easy loading of any
number of mounting bushings 20 of variable lengths or
diameters. This provides the ability to easily mount the
switch assembly 2 in a variety of different panel types
and thickness' with only two simple changes in parts (the
bushing style and shaft diameter and length). As seen
in. Fig. 1A, two opposing screw holes 12 in the face of
the housing 6 placed along a center line of the bushing/
shaft 20/8 allow for mounting with various designs of grid
plates that will permit easy indexing of the switch as-
sembly 2 to a particular style of grid. One style of grid
plate 14 is shown in Fig. 2. The grid plate 14 lies in a
plane parallel to the face of the housing 6, and includes
a through hole 16 for the shaft 8 and a hole 17 for an
LED indicator (to be described below).
[0028] When mounting in a panel other than a grid,
an index anti-turn locating pin 18 (Figs. 1 and 1A) is sup-
plied at the 90° position to keep the switch assembly 2
from rotating after installation in the panel. Although the
anti-turn pin 18 is shown to be positioned at 90° in the
figures, it should be noted that the pin may be located
at other locations on the face of the switch assembly 2.
In any event, two screws from the underside of the hous-
ing (not shown) secure the bushing 20 square to the
housing 6 to provide perfect front alignment of the main
one piece operating shaft 8. All front bushings 20 have
been designed to house the push-pull return compres-
sion spring 22 in such a fashion as to maximize com-
paction of the switch length and provide for an accurate
alignment of the front main shaft bearing. The rear sur-
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face of the slot 10 has also been designed to act as the
rear compression spring seat 24 retainer 24 allowing the
seat to remain stationary while the shaft is pushed
through the rear seat. This allows the compression
spring 22 to compress ("load") and it will then return the
shaft 8 to a neutral position when the shaft is released.
[0029] The C-ring 26 behind the spring seat 24 was
designed to hold the compression spring 22 in a loaded
(partially compressed) state in the proper place to permit
assembly of the shaft components carried by the shaft
8 prior to their being "dropped in" to the housing 6. The
C-ring 26 has been designed to clear the housing 6 and
retain the rear spring seat as it travels with the shaft
when the shaft is pulled. This permits the rear seat to
slide on the shaft 8, compressing the main compression
spring 22 in the pull mode loading it to a point that it will
force the shaft fully back to the neutral position when the
shaft is released. As can be seen from Fig. 1, a front
spring seat retainer 25 is also provided and is held in
position by an undercut in the diameter of the shaft 8.
[0030] The design of the moving action of these com-
ponents is such that the enclosed and protected spring
seats also act as bearings within the bushing 20, align-
ing the spring forces precisely relative to the shaft 8. The
tight tolerances between the bushing bore and spring
seat diameters seal the spring 22 from dirt and other
contaminants that can reduce operating life and pro-
mote sticking problems that would inhibit the shaft 8
from returning to the neutral position from the push or
pull mode as illustrated by way of example with refer-
ence again to Fig. 1. This insures a more durable struc-
ture that will extend mechanical life significantly over
other compression spring designs that allow much
greater exposure of the compression spring to elements
in the air.
[0031] The rear shaft bearing 28 also "drops in" and
has two screws (not shown) from the underside of the
housing 6 that secure this rear bearing 28 square to both
the base of the housing and the front bearing. This de-
sign allows for nearly perfect alignment of the two shaft
bearing points enabling precise control of shaft motion
without binding and minimizing wear at the interface
points on the shaft 8 and bearings. The alignment facil-
itates operating both the push-pull and turn motions of
the main operating shaft 8 over millions of cycles with
little mechanical wear. The rear shaft bearing 28 has
been designed to allow incorporation of a series of slots
or channels, such as slot 30 (see also slots 31a-31f in
Fig. 10), to provide for or restrict various motions or ac-
tions of the switch assembly 2 when a pin is inserted
into the shaft 8 in a preselected location to mate with the
slots. A partial list of possible slot geometry's along with
brief descriptions is provided in Table I.
[0032] Incorporating the slot 30 feature directly into a
critical main bearing, the rear shaft bearing 28, is
unique. Housing this critical shaft control feature within
a sealed enclosure, the lid 13 and housing 8, also pro-
tects the contents thereof from contaminants like dust

and dirt which are prevalent especially in wayside rail-
road control applications. To date, designs presently
known in the art do not provide for the ability to easily
tailor a variety of control motions and/or actions to cus-
tomer needs.
[0033] The rear bearing 28 also acts with the shaft/
slot pin 32 as a tertiary redundant mechanical stop to
the switch push action by preventing any damage to in-
ternal switches 4a-4h operated by this shaft motion due
to operator over-stressing the operating switch assem-
bly 2. This bearing slot/pin design also serves as a sec-
ondary safety stop to the pull action and the right and
left turn actions. While the slot 30 configurations include
those shown in Table I, other configurations not shown
could be established within this bearing 28 depending
upon customer requests for specific shaft motions. The
slots and detents in the slots provide points to "latch"
the switch assembly 2 in a particular position. The main
compression spring 22 in the front bearing/bushing pro-
vides the pre-load thus enabling the index pin 32 to en-
gage the detent with sufficient force to overcome the ro-
tational force of the torsion spring 23 that returns the
shaft to the neutral position from either the left or right
turn modes.
[0034] Figs. 3A and 3B provide a more detailed illus-
tration of the torsion spring 23 sub-assembly. As can be
seen from Figs. 3A and 3B, the left and right turn torsion
spring 23 used to return the shaft 8 to the neutral posi-
tion, as illustrated with reference again to Fig. 1, has a
unique sliding shoe 40 to hold it in place and supply the
proper pre-load to the spring 23. This shoe 40 eliminates
the wear on the inside ends of this spring 23 inherent in
other designs due to rubbing of the spring edge on the
pin 34 that provides the stop surface and holding point
for the ends of the torsion spring during the push-pull
cycles on the switch main shaft 8. This unique shoe 40,
spacers 44 and collar 38 assembly allow the spring ends
to remain fixed during the linear motion of the shaft 8
with the shoe absorbing any linear travel wear. The ef-
fect of this design greatly extends spring life and reduc-
es the possibility of spring end fracture which would re-
sult in loss of the clockwise or counter-clockwise rota-
tional spring return function. The shoe 40 position on the
shaft 8 is fixed by a retaining C-ring 36 on one end and
the position of the collar 38 on the other end. The spac-
ers and washers provide proper compression and align-
ment of the torsion spring 23 to insure the spring ends
engage the shoe 40 at right angles. This maximizes the
return spring tension and extends the life of this spring
23 to its designed life.
[0035] The shoe 40 is also designed to allow from 0°
+/- to 110° of rotation from either side of the center neu-
tral (0°) position. The design of the torsion spring 23 as-
sembly consists of a collar 38 with a stainless steel
groove pin 34 pressed into it. The pin 34 will rotate either
end of the torsion spring (depending on which way the
shaft is rotated) while the other end is held stationary by
the shoe 40. This eliminates any sliding wear on the
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spring end edges. The collar 38 was designed to be
fixed to the shaft 8 with either a set screw or pin 42 (Fig.
1). A spring spacer 44 slides over the shaft 8 and con-
trols the distance between the shoe 40 and the collar
38. Washer spring seats at both ends of the spacer 44
along with the spacer provide precise positioning of the
torsion spring 23 throughout its rotation cycles while
minimizing the drag friction of the spring on the spring
return function of this assembly 2. One effect of the de-
sign of this portion of the switch assembly 2 is that the
rotational spring return life is extended to millions of me-
chanical cycles, enhancing the overall switch perform-
ance over other designs known in the art.
[0036] Integrated into the shaft is a unique long key
46 (Figs. 1 and 3) that is used to drive the unique inserts
that operate the switch modules in either the right or left
turn positions. This single key 46 will operate both the
right (4c, 4d) and left (4a, 4b) turn position switch mod-
ules 4 in either the push or pull shaft positions through-
out the total linear travel of the main shaft 8.
[0037] Additional or fewer circuits could be added or
subtracted simply by extending or reducing the length
of the housing 6 and shaft 8 by adding or reducing the
number of switch pockets provided and extending or re-
ducing the key length. The number of circuits provided
can also be easily altered by adding or eliminating
switches within a specific enclosure design. The hous-
ing 6, as illustrated by way of example with reference to
Fig.1, accepts up to two (2) independent Form C switch
contact modules 4 in the left turn position 4a, 4b and two
(2) independent switch contact modules 4 in the right
turn position 4c, 4d. It also has two (2) independent mod-
ules 4 for the push function 4f, 4h and two (2) independ-
ent modules 4 for the pull function 4e, 4g. This specific
housing will accept up to eight (8) modules each being
a Form C contact arrangement, by way of example and
convenience of description. An example of a switch as-
sembly 48 having 14 switch modules 50a-50n is shown
in Fig. 4. Switch assembly 48 has three (3) independent
Form C switch contact modules 50a, 50b, 50c in the left
turn position and three (3) independent modules 50d,
50e, 50f in the right turn position. It also has four (4)
independent modules 50h, 50j, 501, 50n for the push
function and four (4) independent modules 50g, 50i,
50k, 50m for the pull function.
[0038] Examples of switch assemblies having four
switch modules are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Switch as-
sembly 52 of Fig. 5 has two independent switch modules
54a, 54b in the left turn position and two independent
modules 54c, 54d in the right turn position. Switch as-
sembly 56 of Fig. 6 has two independent switch modules
58b, 58d in the push position and two independent mod-
ules 58a, 58c in the pull position. Several views of Form
C contact are shown in Fig. 7, parts A and B. The contact
has three (3) terminals: one terminal is a common con-
tact 60 that can open or close, a second terminal (con-
tact) 62 that is normally open, and a third terminal (con-
tact) 64 that is normally closed. Besides wiring to the

common terminal, wiring to either or both of the other
terminals allows for great flexibility in specific circuits be-
ing activated in different switch shaft positions.
[0039] One preferred embodiment of the present in-
vention, herein described, includes drivers 66 that are
inserted in left-right turn switch modules. Profiles of two
types of drivers 66, 70 which may be used with the in-
vention are depicted in Fig. 7, Part C. Driver 66 has a
shelf 68 suitable to allow for 90° shaft rotation. Driver
70 has a shelf 72 suitable to allow for 45° shaft rotation.
A simple alteration in the position of the shelf 68, 72 on
the driver 66, 70 that interfaces with the long key 46 with-
in the shaft 8 will activate these modules at any degree
of rotation of the shaft from 20° to 110° of rotation either
side of center 0°. Also note the drivers have been de-
signed with flat surfaces 74 (Part A) on their adjacent
sides. This minimizes rotation of these parts after as-
sembly in the switch module 4 insuring that they will self
align during engagement of the long key 46. This insures
a more uniform transmittal of rotary to linear forces
which aids in driving both switches (4a, 4b, by way of
example with reference again to Fig. 1) on each side at
the same time. Such an arrangement also minimizes the
friction generated between the snap switch module case
side and the pocket walls. A corresponding unique fea-
ture of this design is the ability to easily supply a different
degree of rotation either side of the center position. For
example, the rotation to the left could be 45° while the
rotation to the right was 90°. The advantage to users is
that it enables them to have greater flexibility in coding
many different degrees of rotation to different control
output functions as may be desired. After assembly to
the switch module and insertion of the module 4 in the
pocket 76, the drivers 66, 70 are held in position by the
main shaft 8. The entire control of the switch assembly
2 can be mounted in any rotational position in the panel
without affecting its mechanical operation.
[0040] These unique drivers 66, 70 effectively transfer
rotary motion into linear motion. As shown in Fig. 1,
modules 4a-4d are slidably mounted within pockets
76a-76d which are formed as an integral part of the
housing 6. No other types of controls that employ these
precision snap switch modules 4 actually move the en-
tire switch to activate them. Because the snap switch
modules 4 require precise travel ranges for their oper-
ating button 82, in the prior art modules are typically
fixed in rigid positions usually on posts, pins, rivets, eye-
lets, or screws when mounted in their respective frame
assemblies. A cam is then typically used to operate the
button within prescribed limits.
[0041] Allowing these switch modules 4 to float would
normally present major problems in operating these
switches without damage to their mechanisms. The con-
stant operation of the button 82 to its maximum travel
point or beyond would either cause them to totally fail
due to button or internal switch module spring breakage
or would significantly reduce their mechanical operating
life due to overstressing the switching module 4. How-
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ever, the present invention including the switch module
retaining pockets 76 in the embodiment herein de-
scribed, prevents this from happening. Means to control
the amount of movement of the switch modules 4 acti-
vated by the long key 46 during shaft rotation is provid-
ed. The drivers 66, 70 are designed to bottom out in the
slots 78 (Fig. 7, Part A) in the inside walls of the pockets
76, absorbing the primary force of the rotational pres-
sure. In addition, the bottom of the pocket 76 has been
designed as a second safety backup stop. The external
case of the switch module 4 will bottom out on raised
portion of the pocket floor 80 before the module operat-
ing button 82 exceeds its travel limits.
[0042] Also, as mentioned earlier, the third button-
over-travel backup is supplied by the index pin 32 in the
main shaft 8 that travels in the slots 30 in the rear shaft
bearing 28. This pin 32 stops the rotational movement
by engaging the slot wall before the operating button 82
on the module 4 reaches its maximum travel.
[0043] The switch assembly 2 allows the internal
module button spring forces in the switch modules 4 to
return each left and right switch module (4a, 4b, and 4c,
4d) to their neutral position 3 once the main shaft 8 is
released from a turn mode. A depressed button 82 un-
loads, pushing the module 4 until the button reaches an
unloaded state. Because the button 82 in the switch
module 4 is off-set from center of the module 4, the ad-
dition of a second compression spring 84 (Fig. 7, Part
A) in the bottom of the pockets 76 provides a counter
balance force to the switch module 4. This reduces the
possibility of a module 4 cocking during its travel, facil-
itates smoother module movement, and minimizes me-
chanical wear between the switch module case and
pocket side walls. While this second compression spring
84 is designed to match the forces of the switch button
82 in this specific switch module 4, by increasing or re-
ducing the depth of this pocket 76, spring forces can be
easily adjusted to match snap switch module button
forces of a number of different manufacturers of these
devices. This counter balance of spring 84 will also re-
turn the module 4 to its at rest state should the switch
module internal button spring fail for any reason.
[0044] The pull snap switch modules 4e-4h have spe-
cial mounting pins 86 (Fig. 7, Part B) inserted into the
module mounting holes. These pins drop into press-fit
slots 88 (Fig. 1) in the housing 6, retaining the modules
4e-4h in the desired location to insure their operating
buttons 82 engage the operating disk 90 (Fig. 1) secured
to the main shaft 8. These switching modules 4e-4h do
not move and are supported by walls on both sides. Be-
cause the heads of the mounting pins have an interfer-
ence fit to the slot walls, they can't fall out of the switch
modules.
[0045] The pins 91 used to nest the push switch mod-
ules (e.g. pin 91 of Fig. 1) are sized to fit between interior
enclosure walls (e.g. walls 93a and 93b of Fig. 1) of the
switch assembly housing 6 and have an interference fit
in a rear cover point mounting slot (e.g. slot 95 of Fig.

1), of the assembly. Fig. 7A includes several views of
push switch modules and pins for the purpose of show-
ing how the push modules and pins are integrated into
the assembly. Switch modules 4f and 4h and pin 91 of
Fig. 1 are reproduced in Fig. 7A view A. As can be see
from view B, pin 91 includes reduced diameters 91a,
and 91b on both of its ends, the reduced diameters be-
ing sized so as to fit into the mounting holes of switch
modules 4f and 4h. In a preferred embodiment shown
in view C, an additional pin 97 is used to more securely
anchor the modules. In view D, a side view of switch 4f
by way of example is provided to show exemplary
mounting holes 99a and 99b for pins 91 and 97. With
the switching modules 4f, 4h properly positioned in a
horizontal plane, the pins can easily be inserted into the
slot, providing exact positioning of the push switch mod-
ule operating buttons. Should one of the push switch
modules 4fbe eliminated, the position of the one module
4h on the other side (e.g., 4f v. 4h) will not change as
the pins 91 are of sufficient length to engage the enclo-
sure (93a, 93b) walls on the other side before coming
free from the mounting holes in the other switch module.
[0046] The lid 13 (Fig. 2A) provides an additional re-
tention of all switch modules 4. In addition, circuit wires
92 (Fig. 8) passing through channels along the inside
walls of the housing 6 will inhibit any outward motion of
the pins 91, securing the pull switch modules 4e-4h. The
position of the slots in the housing 6 that accept these
pin heads is critical to proper positioning of the modules.
Their position is timed to the total pull stroke to insure
the buttons on the snap switch modules operate within
their design parameters. The primary stop control to pre-
vent overdriving these module buttons 82 is the button
operating disk 90 or disks mounted along or on the rear
of the main shaft 8. As a primary safety stop, this disk
90 is designed to bottom out on internal housing walls
94 (Fig. 1) and supports prior to reaching a position that
will bottom out the buttons in the push or pull modes. A
second safety stop to the pull motion of the main shaft
8 is the index/slot pin 32 in the slot 30 in the rear main
shaft bearing 28. It will bottom out in the slot 30 it travels
in before the push switch module button 82 exceeds its
travel limits for 4e-4h.
[0047] The unique operating disks 90 can be supplied
with no breaks in their circumference. These disks 90
will operate all push-pull switch modules 4e-4h when the
main shaft 8 is operated in the center or any left-right
turn position of any degree angle of rotation. Converse-
ly, by selectively removing small portions of the circum-
ference of the disks 90 at specific locations on the pe-
rimeter of the disks, selective push-pull circuits can be
activated or not activated at specific degrees of rotation
of the main shaft. Some representative disks 90 are
shown in Figs. 9a-9e. Referring to Fig. 9a, disk 96 is a
non-indexing disk, Fig. 9b disk 98 is a 30° disk, Fig. 9c
disk 100 is a 45° disk, Fig. 9d disk 102 is a 90° disk and
Fig. 9e disk 105 is an alternate 30° disk. Arrow 104 is
indicative of the rotary position of the shaft 8 and points
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to the bottom of the assembly enclosure when the shaft
8 is in the neutral position.
[0048] Additional flexibility of circuit selection is pos-
sible because the present invention permits mounting
of the push-pull switch modules 4e-4h in their respective
slot positions with the module operating buttons 82 ei-
ther up or down. This provides a variety of combinations
of which push-pull switches selectively operate at vari-
ous degrees of left-right main shaft rotation. The practi-
cal advantage of being able to mix and match specific
switch module operation to different degrees of shaft ro-
tation is that it allows the system circuit designer a much
greater latitude when designing system control func-
tions. With this design, the designer can now provide a
much higher density of control function per square area
within an envelope of panel space than can be obtained
with switches of other designs.
[0049] This basic design intentionally provided for lin-
ear separation of the left-right turn functions from the
push-pull functions. This would enable shortening the
length of the housing 6 for switch assembly 56 to elim-
inate either the push-pull switch modules 58a-58d, as
illustrated with reference to Figs. 5 and 6 of the left-right
turn switch modules 54a-54d (see Fig. 6) when supply-
ing only the push-pull version of switch assembly 56 on
the shorter housing 6, as illustrated with reference to
Figs. 5 and 6. Both bearing points for the main shaft are
located in the front drop-in bushing when building the
shorter enclosure version of this family. In the case of
an 8 switch module push-pull device (assembly 106,
Fig. 10), a second drop-in rear bearing 108 is provided.
[0050] Referring now to Figs. 11A-11D, the LED illu-
mination aspects of the invention will be discussed. The
methods of LED illumination for the variety of panel
types and thickness', or grid and tile systems available,
required a new but flexible approach to be able to mount
in the remaining available space. Prior to this invention,
incandescent or LED indicators were mounted to the
grid by snap-in modules that typically occupied a com-
plete tile space. In the case of metal or phenolic panels,
lamp carriers have to be attached by screws or clip as-
semblies screwed to the back of the panel. These meth-
ods occupied valuable panel space and did not permit
maximizing the use of available front panel space. Indi-
cator lamps, in the case of LEDs, were wired as perma-
nent assemblies requiring the replacement of the entire
module if an LED burned out. In other cases, the LED
or incandescent lamp assemblies were available in tel-
ephone slide bases, but could only be replaced from be-
hind the panel. An aspect of this invention will show
three LED mounting assembly embodiment, by way of
example, that provide for front panel replacement of in-
dividual LEDs.
[0051] As illustrated with reference to Figs. 11A and
11B, one embodiment includes a special adjustable low
profile LED carrier 110 that will accept 1, 2 or 3 LEDs
112a-112c either of the T1 or T1θ size. The carrier 110
is designed to nest a particular manufacturer's connec-

tor but could be easily altered to use connectors from
several other manufacturers. The carrier has two slots
114a, 114b on either side that allow linear adjustment.
This permits either use with panels 111 of various thick-
ness' and the option of front or rear panel LED replace-
ment. The carrier 110 has a vertical section 116 with 1,
2 or 3 threaded holes 118a-118c, positioned side by
side, that will accept up to three cylindrical threaded
plastic bases 120a-120c. Each base 120 has two metal
sockets 122a-122c positioned to accept the LED leads.
The side of the base 120 has a polarity indicator to iden-
tify which socket 122 is to be used for the cathode lead.
The base position can be adjusted by how far the base
120 is screwed into the carrier 110. A portion of the
threaded base is left exposed so a cap 119 can be as-
sembled after the LED is inserted in the base. The base
120 has a nut 124 threaded down to the carrier 110 or
plates 111 to insure the base stays in the proper position
and resists any base movement when the cap is un-
screwed. The cap secures the LED to the base.
[0052] In panel mounted devices the hole 118 for the
indicator light 112 can be large enough to allow the cap
119 to partially extend through the panel 111 (this is the
case in Fig. 11B), allowing enough finger access to un-
screw it. Thus, by adjustment of the carrier 110 or plate
position, and the threaded base position, the LED as-
sembly can be moved to account for a range of panel
thickness' and also allow for easy front panel or behind
panel LED positioning and replacement. To illustrate ex-
amples of LED assemblies having alternative carrier
and/or base positioning, Figs. 11C and 11D are provid-
ed. For purposes of description, the Fig. 11C and 11D
embodiments are taken to be three LED assembly em-
bodiments like that of Figs. 11A and 11B. However, it
should be noted that the invention is not limited to the
three LED type embodiments, and embodiments such
as those including 1 or 4 LEDs may be constructed in
accordance with the invention.
[0053] In the Fig. 11C configuration, carrier 110 and/
or bases 120a-c have been positioned such that LEDs
112a-c are located behind the front panel 111. In addi-
tion, in the Fig. 11C configuration rectangular press in
lenses (e.g. lens 121) are installed in the panel 111 to
operate in conjunction with the LEDs 112. The Fig. 11D
configuration is similar to the Fig. 11C configuration with
the exception that round lenses (e.g. lens 123) are in-
stalled in the panel 111 to operate in conjunction with
the LEDs 112.
[0054] Illumination with respect to grid and tile sys-
tems 130 will now be discussed with reference to Figs.
12A and 12B; wherein Fig. 12A depicts three different
types 132, 134 and 136 of switch assemblies installed
within a single grid system 130, and Fig. 12B shows a
detailed section of a grid mounted assembly 138 with a
protruding LED 140. In the case of grid and tile systems
130, the base and socket assembly instead of the carrier
assembly is used. However, two different plates are
used to position the LEDs depending on the total thick-
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ness of the particular grid system being used and wheth-
er the LED is to protrude through the tile or remain be-
hind the tile and illuminate a lens (e.g. lens 126 or 128
of Fig. 12A). If the LEDs are to protrude through the tile
which allows the tips of the LEDs to be uncovered, a
threaded bracket 131 is used to mount up to three T1
or T1 2/4 size LEDs. The bracket 131 is designed to
properly position the LEDs to fit within one typically
24-25 mm grid space. It is designed to have the LEDs
positioned at the factory specifically for the particular
manufacturer's grid 130 and the indicator appearance
specified by the customer.
[0055] After the switch assembly is mounted and se-
cured to the grid 130 with grid plates 145, a nut and lock-
washer, the plate 146 is slid over the shaft and bushing
and secured in position with another nut 142. The insu-
lated leads 144 (Fig. 12B) attached to each base have
been terminated with male connector pins. The leads fit
through holes provided in the back grid plate 146 (Fig.
12A) that secures the controller switch to the grid as-
sembly. The lid 13 or cover of the switch assembly has
a narrow channel 148 cut in its surface to accept the
LED connector 150 and align it to the switch assembly.
The connector 150 is further secured to the switch lid
13 with a small screw 152 that prevents any movement.
The lead wires from the LEDs are inserted in the proper
holes in the male connector side and the connector is
then secured to the switch lid 13. The wire harness with
the mating female connector 154 can then be connected
to the male, completing the wiring connections. Finally,
the front tile is assembled, completing the system graph-
ics.
[0056] LEDs and tiles are generally replaced only if
graphics and panel functions are changed or LEDs burn
out. In either case, it is a simple matter to remove the
tile 130, unscrew the LED cap 119 and replace the LED
112 without having to access the rear of the grid/tile 130.
Should a section of grid 130 be re-configured to the ex-
tent that both switch assembly and LED assembly are
not required, again they are easily moved. The tile is
removed, the nut holding the LED plate is removed. The
screw holding the connector to the lid is removed and
the connector slides forward enough for the LED plate
to clear the front of the operating shaft. The switch
mounting nut is removed, allowing the switch to be
pulled out from the rear of the grid. The LED plate or
LED grid plate can then be removed through the rear of
the grid assembly. All parts can then be reused in an-
other section of the grid.
[0057] In an alternate embodiment herein discussed
in connection with Figs. 13A-13D a replaceable LED is
carried directly in the end of the operating shaft. Earlier
controller switches could only offer a permanent LED
which was epoxied into place. When the LED burned
out, the entire switch had to be replaced. They had to
be returned to the factory and the repair was very ex-
pensive.
[0058] By providing a screw-in base with sockets that

can fit within the controller switch operational shaft cus-
tomers can now easily change illumination colors or re-
place damaged or burned out indicators. Referring to
Figs. 13A, two set screws (only one set screw, 156, is
shown) holding the knob to the shaft are loosened and
the operating knob 158 is removed. The screw on cap
160 that holds the LED to the base is removed and the
LED is replaced. The entire operation can be done in
seconds from the front of the panel or grid and tile, a
major advancement that allowing designers unmatched
maximization of panel density. As an alternative, knobs
can be supplied with the LED slightly recessed (as in
Fig. 13B) so that a lens may be used to cover the tip of
the LED, or with just the tip of the LED protruding (as in
Fig. 13C).
[0059] Fig. 13D details an exemplary embodiment of
a shaft mounted replaceable LED in accordance with
the invention. Part A of Fig. 13C shows a completed
shaft/LED sub-assembly. As can be seen from part A,
the sub-assembly includes an LED 162, an LED base
164, screw on cap 160, socket pins 166a and 166b, LED
wire leads 168, insulation 170a and 170b for the LED
leads and shaft 8. The LED base can be threaded as
shown, or can be formed with a partially smooth outer
surface to allow for a "press-fit" connection with shaft.
As can be seen from Part B, the shaft includes an inte-
rior-threaded end 172 to accommodate base 164 and
includes an opening 174 along its length to allow the
LED leads to pass from the shaft's interior to its exterior
where they can be more readily accessed. If a press-fit
LED base is used, the shaft end 172 would be smooth
to accommodate the smooth portion of the base. Part C
shows front and side views of screw in base 164, and
part D shows front and side views of screw on cap 160.
As can be seen from part C, the screw in base includes
two holes 164a and 164b to accommodate the socket
pins and a notch 165 which serves as an LED polarity
indicator. As can be seen from part D, the screw on cap
includes a through hole 161 to accommodate LED 162.
Part E shows how the LED, socket pins, base, leads and
insulation fit together. As can be seen from part E, the
socket pins are inserted into the base and the LED is,
in turn, inserted into the socket pins. Electrical coupling
to the LED is achieved through the socket pins by con-
necting the LED leads to the pins, the leads and pins
being joined, for example, by heat shrink insulation tub-
ing 170a and 170b.
[0060] When designers only need a single LED indi-
cator, a completely enclosed switch assembly with a
front panel replaceable indicator and totally enclosed
wiring allows stacking and front panel savings of up to
70% over other products. When they need multiple in-
dication capability, they can use the light in the knob plus
the 3 light array on top of the enclosure. All of this indi-
cation can be done within a 24 mm (0,950") square area.
[0061] Figs. 14A and 14B show various types of illu-
mination layouts which can be achieved with the present
invention, as well as showing how switches incorporat-
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ing such layouts can be incorporated into grid and tile
systems. Fig. 14A shows a 4x2 grid of switch assem-
blies, wherein each assembly occupies a 24 mm
(0,950") square area of the grid (the knobs of the switch-
es are not shown for clarity of presentation). Assemblies
172a and 172b each have three LEDs, and are of the
type where the tips of the LEDs protrude from the grid
panel (see e.g. Fig. 12A, assembly 132). Assemblies
174a and 174b each have one LED, and are of the type
where the tip of the LED is positioned behind the panel
and the panel includes a rectangular lens for operation
with the LED (see e.g. Fig. 12A, assembly 134). Assem-
blies 176a and 176b each have one LED, and are of the
type where the tip of the LED is positioned behind the
panel and the panel includes a round lens for operation
with the LED (see e.g. Fig. 12A, assembly 136). Assem-
blies 178a and 178b each have one LED, and are of the
type where the tip of the LED protrudes from the grid
panel and the LED is front panel replaceable (see e.g.
Fig. 11B).
[0062] Fig. 14B illustrates a 3x2 grid of switch assem-
blies wherein the switch knobs are shown.. As can be
seen from Fig. 14B, assembly 180 includes two protrud-
ing type LEDs mounted above an "arrow" knob. Assem-
bly 182 includes a protruding LED mounted above a
round knob. Assembly 184 includes a first LED mounted
above a round knob and behind the front panel, and a
second LED mounted in the center of the knob and be-
hind the knob face, a rectangular lens being positioned
in the panel for operation with the first LED and a round
lens being positioned in the knob face for operation with
the second LED (see e.g. Fig. 13B). Assembly 186 in-
cludes an LED mounted above a round knob and behind
the front panel with a round lens being positioned in the
panel for operation with the LED. Assembly 188 in-
cludes a first LED mounted above a round knob and be-
hind the front panel, and a second LED mounted in the
center of the knob and protruding from the knob face
(see e.g. Fig. 13C), a rectangular lens being positioned
in the panel for operation with the first LED. Assembly
190 includes a first LED mounted above a round knob
and behind the front panel, and a second LED mounted
in the center of the knob, a round lens being positioned
in the panel for operation with the first LED and the sec-
ond LED being positioned for easy front panel replace-
ment (see e.g. Fig. 13A).
[0063] Fig. 15 shows an additional switch assembly
192 suitable for use in a grid system according to the
present invention. The assembly of Fig. 15 includes an
LED mounted in the center of an arrow knob and pro-
truding from the knob face.
[0064] Fig. 16 shows an exemplary grid plate 194
which can be used in a grid system such as that depicted
in Fig. 14B. The depicted grid plate includes a through
hole 196 for a switch assembly shaft, and two through
holes 198a and 198b to accommodate LEDs protruding
from a front panel. The grid plate of Fig. 16 can be used,
for example, with switch assembly 180 of Fig. 14B.

[0065] Fig. 17 is a top view of switch assembly 180 as
the assembly is mounted in a grid 200. As shown in Fig.
17, and as mentioned above in relation to Fig. 16, grid
plate 194 is suitable for mounting assembly 180 in the
grid. The knob of assembly 180 is not shown in Fig. 17.
[0066] Two of many possible methods of connecting
the switch assemblies of the present invention to various
control equipment are shown in part X of Fig. 4. The de-
sign is flexible to allow for a male/female connector as-
sembly 162, single cable or double cable connections.
In the case of the plug and receptacle connector assem-
bly, the rear of the enclosure is designed to accept up
to 15 pins of #22 GA. Wire. With reduced current re-
quirements and/or smaller gauge wire, we can increase
the number of pins (circuits) to 24 for an integral con-
nector within the 24 mm (0,950") wide x 16 mm (0,640")
high foot print. The female portion of the connector is
designed to "drop-in" to a nest in the rear of the housing.
With the final assembly of the lid, the connector is fully
trapped and cannot be pulled out.
[0067] When cables or individual wires are used, the
bottom rear of the housing is designed to nest either one
164 or two grommets 166 that are sized to the diameter
Of the cable/cables being brought into the rear of the
switch. A single 168 or double 170 clamping bar is then
tightened using two screws 172 for the single and one
screw 174 for the double. The screws thread into the
base, compressing the grommet/grommets for secure
wire retention. The switch lid is then assembled. The lid
covers the clamping plate screws preventing any pos-
sibility of a "backing out" situation due to vibration inher-
ent in many locations using these switches. The end of
the cable not connected directly to the switch can then
be terminated with another connector or at a terminal
junction strip located somewhere else in the control con-
sole.
[0068] Another feature of our wire termination design
is that we retain the ability to easily manufacture the en-
closures out of various materials and process. As men-
tioned earlier, the enclosures can be machined out of
metal or plastic. With simple inserts in the tooling for the
rear cable/connector section, the parts can be either in-
jection molded of metal or plastic, or fabricated using a
zinc diecast method. Inserts can also be used for alter-
ations in the push-pull or turn switch pockets to accom-
modate a variety of snap-switch modules available from
different manufacturers. These features prevent being
locked into a position of having to rely on a sole supplier
for critical functional components used in these switch
assemblies.
[0069] The designs of other manufacturers using
cams to operate switch modules, generally have mech-
anisms that constantly force the operating button to
"bottom out" at the maximum of the travel limit and man-
ufacturers of snap-switch modules advise this will re-
duce the mechanical operating life of their products. Our
invention insures that we get the maximum mechanical
life these products were designed to provide. In addition,
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the nature of the basic enclosure design of other man-
ufacturers allows them to easily twist or distort after be-
ing mounted in a panel or grid and tile system. This is
generally caused by the forces exerted by cables or bun-
dles of cables attached to groups of controls mounted
in close proximity. The distortion due to these forces can
inhibit operating shaft motion and, therefore, affect
switch performance. The invention's controller switch
case design is significantly more durable and capable
of much harsher handling without loss in performance.

Claims

1. A switch assembly (2) comprising a hollow housing
(6) and one or more switch modules (4) mounted
within said housing (6), each having a button (82)
outwardly biased from a body to a switch neutral
position for activating said one or more switch mod-
ules (4) through a depressing thereof, a shaft (8)
extending into an end of the housing (6) along a lon-
gitudinal axis into an interior thereof, the shaft op-
erable for rotation about the longitudinal axes there-
of, the shaft (8) having a proximal end outside the
housing for manual operation by a user and a distal
end carried within the housing (6), the shaft having
a radially extending portion (46) activating the but-
ton of at least one of said one or more switch mod-
ules (4) during rotation from a shaft neutral position
to a contacting position thereof, and a spring (23)
carried by the housing (6) for biasing the shaft (8)
in the neutral position and automatically returning
the shaft (8) thereto from the contacting position,
the switch assembly characterized in that the at
least one of said one or more switch modules (4) is
slidable in a pocket of the housing (6), wherein ro-
tation of the shaft (8) from the neutral position, out
of contact with the at least one of said one or more
switch modules (4), to the contacting position caus-
es the radially extending portion of the shaft to be
biased against the at least one of said one or more
switch modules (4) for moving the at least one of
said one or more switch modules (4) to cause the
button (82) to be biased against an interior surface
of the housing (6) for the depression of the button
(82) and thus activation of the at least one of said
one or more switch modules and further out of con-
tact with the at least one of said one or more switch
modules (4) for permitting the button to return to the
switch neutral position when the shaft is returned to
a shaft neutral position.

2. A switch assembly (2) according to claim 1, wherein
the at least one of said one or more switch modules
(4) comprises a first switch module (4a) slidable in
a first pocket (76a) and a second switch module (4c)
slidable in a second pocket (76c) of the housing (6),
the second pocket positioned for placing the second

switch module (4c) for being contacted by the radi-
ally extending portion of the shaft during a clockwise
rotation thereof and the first switch module (4a) be-
ing contacted during a counter clockwise rotation
thereof when rotating the shaft from the shaft neural
position to a right contacting position and to a left
contacting position, respectively.

3. A switch assembly according to claim 1, wherein the
one or more switch modules (4) mounted within said
housing (6) further comprises one or more second
switch modules (4) fixed to the housing, wherein the
shaft (8) is movable within a longitudinal direction
for movement into and out of the housing (6)
through a shaft bearing (28) secured to the housing
(6), the shaft bearing (28) slidably receiving the
shaft (8) therein for longitudinal and rotational
movement of the shaft (8), and a disk (90) carried
by the shaft (8) at a distal end thereof, the disk (90)
positioned for movement from a shaft neutral longi-
tudinal position wherein the disk (90) is in a spaced
relationship to a button of the one or more second
switch modules (42) to a contacting position result-
ing from the longitudinal movement of the shaft (8)
for activation of the one or more second switch mod-
ules (48), the switch assembly (2) further charac-
terised by the shaft bearing having a slot therein
for defining at least one rotational and optionally at
least one longitudinal range of movement, the shaft
(8) further having a shaft pin (32) extending there-
from for engaging the slot (30) to restrict the longi-
tudinal and rotational movement of the shaft (8).

4. A switch assembly (2) according to claim 2, further
comprising a compression spring (22) operable with
the shaft (8) for biasing the shaft (8) to the neutral
longitudinal position.

5. A switch assembly (2) according to claim 3, wherein
the slot (30) is defined by at least one rotational and
optionally at least one longitudinal slot portion and
a radial slot portion, and wherein the longitudinal
slot portion limits the range of longitudinal motion of
the shaft (8) and thus the disk (90), and the radial
slot portion limits the range of radial motion of the
shaft (8) and thus rotation of the disk (90).

6. A switch assembly (2) according to claim 3, wherein
the one or more second switch module comprises
multiple switch modules (4e, 4f, 4g, 4h) positioned
for operation thereof by the disk (90).

7. A switch assembly (2) according to claim 6, wherein
one switch module (4g) of the multiple switch mod-
ules (4e, 4f, 4g, 4h) is longitudinally displaced from
another switch module (4h) for operation by the disk
(90) in one of a longitudinal pulling motion of the
shaft (8) and a longitudinal pushing motion of the
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shaft (8), the pulling motion activating the one
switch module (4g) and the pushing motion activat-
ing the other switch module (4h).

8. A switch assembly (2) according to claim 3, wherein
the disk (90) is selected from a group of disks having
one of no perimeter breaks (96), at least one perim-
eter break (98), and a plurality of perimeter breaks
(106).

9. A switch assembly (2) according to claim 3, wherein
the disk (90) is carried at a distal end extremity of
the shaft (8).

10. A switch assembly (2) according to claim 3, further
comprising a second disk carried at an intermediate
location on the shaft (8) within the housing (6).

11. A switch assembly (2) according to claim 1, further
comprising a driver element (66) carried by the
switch module (4), the driver element (66) having a
shelf portion (68) therein for receiving the shaft dis-
tal end during rotation thereof, wherein the shelf
portion (68) includes a width dimension for limiting
movement of the switch module (4).

Patentansprüche

1. Schaltanordnung (2)

- mit einem hohlen Gehäuse (6),
- mit einem oder mehreren in dem Gehäuse (6)

angeordneten Schaltmodulen (4), von denen
jedes einen von einem Körper aus nach außen
in einer Schaltneutralstellung vorgespannten
Knopf (82) zum Aktivieren des einen oder von
mehreren Schaltmodulen (4) durch sein nach
unten Drücken hat,

- mit einem Schaft (8), der

- - sich in ein Ende des Gehäuses (6) längs
einer Längsachse in dessen Innenraum er-
streckt,

- - für eine Drehung um die Längsachse betä-
tigbar ist,

- - außerhalb des Gehäuses ein proximales
Ende für eine Handbetätigung durch einen
Benutzer aufweist,

- - ein innerhalb des Gehäuses (6) gehalte-
nes distales Ende hat, sowie

- - einen sich radial erstreckenden Abschnitt
(46) aufweist, der den Knopf wenigstens
eines der Schaltmodule (4) während einer
Drehung aus einer Schaftneutralstellung in
eine Kontaktposition aktiviert, und

- mit einer von dem Gehäuse (6) gehaltenen Fe-

der (23) zum Vorspannen des Schaftes (8) in
die Neutralstellung und zum automatischen
Rückführen des Schafts (8) dorthin aus der
Kontaktstellung,
dadurch gekennzeichnet,

- dass das wenigstens eine Schaltmodul (4) in
einer Tasche des Gehäuses (6) gleitend ver-
schiebbar ist,

- wobei eine Drehung des Schaftes (8) aus der
Neutralstellung, in der kein Kontakt mit dem
wenigstens einen Schaltmodul (4) besteht, in
die Kontaktstellung den sich radial erstrecken-
den Abschnitt des Schaftes dazu bringt, dass
er gegen das wenigstens eine Schaltmodul (4)
vorgespannt ist, um das wenigstens eine
Schaltmodul (4) so zu bewegen, dass der
Knopf (82) dazu veranlasst wird, dass er gegen
eine Innenfläche des Gehäuses (6) für das
nach unten Drücken des Knopfs (82) und somit
für eine Aktivierung des wenigstens einen
Schaltmoduls und ferner weg von dem Kontakt
mit dem wenigstens einen Schaltmodul (4) vor-
gespannt wird, damit

der Knopf in die Schaltneutralstellung zurückkeh-
ren kann, wenn der Schaft in eine Schaftneutralstel-
lung zurückgeführt ist.

2. Schaltanordnung (2) nach Anspruch 1, bei welcher
das wenigstens eine Schaltmodul (4) ein erstes
Schaltmodul (4a), das in einer ersten Tasche (76a)
gleitend verschiebbar ist, und ein zweites Schalt-
modul (4c) aufweist, das in einer zweiten Tasche
(76c) des Gehäuses (6) gleitend verschiebbar ist,
wobei die zweite Tasche für ein Platzieren des zwei-
ten Schaltmoduls (4c) für einen Kontakt durch den
sich radial erstreckenden Abschnitt des Schaftes
während seiner Drehung im Uhrzeigersinn ange-
ordnet und das erste Schaltmodul (4a) während ei-
ner Drehung im Gegenuhrzeigersinn kontaktiert
wird, wenn der Schaft aus der Schaftneutralstellung
in eine rechte Kontaktierposition beziehungsweise
eine linke Kontaktierposition gedreht wird.

3. Schaltanordnung nach Anspruch 1, bei welchem
das eine Schaltmodul (4) oder mehrere Schaltmo-
dule (4), die in dem Gehäuse (6) angeordnet sind,
weiterhin eines oder mehrere an dem Gehäuse
festgelegte zweite Schaltmodule (4), wobei der
Schaft (8) in eine Längsrichtung für eine Bewegung
in das Gehäuse (6) hinein und aus ihm heraus
durch ein an dem Gehäuse (6) befestigtes Schaft-
lager (28) hindurch bewegbar ist und das Schaftla-
ger (28) in sich den Schaft (8) für eine Längs- und
Drehbewegung des Schaftes (8) gleitend ver-
schiebbar aufnimmt, sowie eine Scheibe (90) auf-
weist, die von dem Schaft (8) an seinem distalen
Ende gehalten wird und für eine Bewegung aus ei-
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ner Schaftneutral-Längsposition, in der sie in einer
Abstandsbeziehung zu einem Knopf eines oder
mehrer zweiter Schaltmodule (42) steht, in eine
Kontaktierposition angeordnet ist, die sich aus der
Längsbewegung des Schaftes (8) zur Aktivierung
des einen oder von mehreren zweiten Schaltmodu-
len (48) ergibt, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass in
dem Schaftlager ein Schlitz zur Begrenzung wenig-
stens eines Drehbewegungsbereichs und optional
wenigstens eines Längsbewegungsbereichs vor-
gesehen ist, wobei der Schaft (8) weiterhin einen
Schaftzapfen (32) aufweist, der sich von ihm aus
für den Eingriff in den Schlitz (30) erstreckt, um die
Längs- und Drehbewegung des Schafts (8) einzu-
schränken.

4. Schaltanordnung (2) nach Anspruch 2, welche wei-
terhin eine Druckfeder (22) aufweist, die zum Vor-
spannen des Schafts (8) in die Neutrallängsposition
mit dem Schaft (8) betätigbar ist.

5. Schaltanordnung (2) nach Anspruch 3, bei welcher
der Schlitz (30) von wenigstens einem Drehschlitz-
abschnitt und optional von wenigstens einem
Längsschlitzabschnitt und einem radialen Schlitz-
abschnitt begrenzt wird und bei welcher der Längs-
schlitzabschnitt den Bereich der Längsbewegung
des Schafts (8) und somit der Scheibe (90) be-
schränkt, während der Radialschlitzabschnitt den
Bereich der Radialbewegung des Schafts (8) und
somit der Drehung der Scheibe (90) begrenzt.

6. Schaltanordnung (2) nach Anspruch 3, bei welcher
das eine zweite Schaltmodul oder mehrere zweite
Schaltmodule Mehrfachschaltmodule (4e, 4f, 4g,
4h) aufweisen, die für ihre Betätigung durch die
Scheibe (90) angeordnet sind.

7. Schaltanordnung (2) nach Anspruch 6, bei welcher
ein Schaltmodul (4g) der Mehrfachschaltmodule
(4e, 4f, 4g, 4h) von einem anderen Schaltmodul
(4h) aus für eine Betätigung durch die Scheibe (90)
in einer Längszugbewegung des Schafts (8) oder
einer Längsdrückbewegung des Schafts (8) längs-
verschiebbar ist, wobei die Zugbewegung das eine
Schaltmodul (4g) und die Drückbewegung das an-
dere Schaltmodul (4h) aktiviert.

8. Schaltanordnung (2) nach Anspruch 3, bei welcher
die Scheibe (90) aus einer Gruppe von Scheiben
ausgewählt wird, die keine Umfangsunterbrechun-
gen (96), wenigstens eine Umfangsunterbrechung
(98) oder eine Vielzahl von Umfangsunterbrechun-
gen (106) haben.

9. Schaltanordnung (2) nach Anspruch 3, bei welcher
die Scheibe (90) an einem distalen Außenende des
Schafts (8) gehalten ist.

10. Schaltanordnung (2) nach Anspruch 3, welche wei-
terhin eine zweite Scheibe aufweist, die an einer
Zwischenstelle an dem Schaft (8) in dem Gehäuse
(6) gehalten ist.

11. Schaltanordnung (2) nach Anspruch 1, welche wei-
terhin ein Antriebselement (66) aufweist, das von
dem Schaltmodul (4) gehalten ist und das einen
Brettabschnitt (68) für die Aufnahme des distalen
Endes des Schafts während seiner Drehung auf-
weist, wobei der Brettabschnitt (68) eine Breitenab-
messung zur Begrenzung einer Bewegung des
Schaltmoduls (4) aufweist.

Revendications

1. Ensemble interrupteur (2) comprenant un boîtier
creux (6) et un ou plusieurs module(s) interrupteur
(s) (4) monté(s) à l'intérieur dudit boîtier (6), chacun
possédant un bouton (82) contraint vers l'extérieur
depuis un corps de manière à être dans une posi-
tion neutre d'interrupteur et servant à actionner les-
dits un ou plusieurs module(s) interrupteur(s) (4) en
l'enfonçant, un arbre (8) qui s'étend dans une ex-
trémité du boîtier (6) le long d'un axe longitudinal à
l'intérieur de ce dernier, l'arbre pouvant être action-
né de manière à effectuer une rotation autour de
son axe longitudinal, l'arbre (8) ayant une extrémité
proximale à l'extérieur du boîtier pour permettre une
opération manuelle par un utilisateur et une extré-
mité distale supportée à l'intérieur du boîtier (6), l'ar-
bre étant pourvu d'une partie s'étendant radiale-
ment (46) qui active le bouton d'au moins un desdits
un ou plusieurs module(s) interrupteur(s) (4) pen-
dant une rotation faisant passer l'arbre d'une posi-
tion neutre à une position de contact, et un ressort
(23) supporté par le boîtier (6) et servant à contrain-
dre l'arbre (8) dans la position neutre et à le ramener
automatiquement dans cette position depuis la po-
sition de contact, l'ensemble interrupteur étant ca-
ractérisé en ce que l'au moins un module parmi
lesdits un ou plusieurs module(s) interrupteur(s) (4)
peut glisser dans une cavité du boîtier (6), dans le-
quel la rotation de l'arbre (8) de la position neutre,
position de non-contact avec l'au moins un module
parmi lesdits un ou plusieurs module(s) interrupteur
(s) (4), dans la position de contact a pour effet de
contraindre la partie de l'arbre s'étendant radiale-
ment contre l'au moins un module parmi lesdits un
ou plusieurs module(s) interrupteur(s) (4) afin de
déplacer l'au moins un module parmi lesdits un ou
plusieurs module(s) interrupteur(s) (4) de manière
à contraindre le bouton (82) contre une surface in-
térieure du boîtier (6) afin d'enfoncer le bouton (82)
et d'activer ainsi l'au moins un module parmi lesdits
un ou plusieurs module(s) interrupteur(s) et, en
outre, de mettre fin au contact avec l'au moins un
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module parmi lesdits un ou plusieurs module(s) in-
terrupteur(s) (4) afin de permettre au bouton de re-
venir dans la position neutre d'interrupteur lorsque
l'arbre revient dans une position neutre de l'arbre.

2. Ensemble interrupteur (2) selon la revendication 1,
dans lequel l'au moins un module parmi lesdits un
ou plusieurs module(s) interrupteur(s) (4) com-
prend un premier module interrupteur (4a) pouvant
glisser dans une première cavité (76a) et un second
module interrupteur (4c) pouvant glisser dans une
seconde cavité (76c) du boîtier (6), la seconde ca-
vité étant positionnée de manière à placer le second
module interrupteur (4c) pour qu'il puisse être con-
tacté par la partie de l'arbre s'étendant radialement
pendant une rotation de ce dernier dans le sens ho-
raire et à ce que le premier module interrupteur (4a)
puisse être contacté pendant une rotation de l'arbre
dans le sens anti-horaire lorsque l'on fait tourner
l'arbre de la position neutre de l'arbre dans une po-
sition de contact à droite et dans une position de
contact à gauche, respectivement.

3. Ensemble interrupteur selon la revendication 1,
dans lequel le ou les plusieurs module(s) interrup-
teur(s) (4) monté(s) à l'intérieur dudit boîtier (6)
comprend(comprennent), en outre, un ou plusieurs
second(s) module(s) interrupteur(s) (4) fixé(s) au
boîtier, dans lequel l'arbre (8) est mobile dans une
direction longitudinale de manière à se déplacer
dans le boîtier (6) et à l'extérieur de celui-ci à travers
un palier d'arbre (28) fixé sur le boîtier (6), le palier
d'arbre (28) recevant l'arbre (8) de manière coulis-
sante pour permettre le mouvement longitudinal et
rotationnel de l'arbre (8), et un disque (90) porté par
l'arbre (8) à une extrémité distale de celui-ci, le dis-
que (90) étant positionné de manière à pouvoir se
déplacer d'une position longitudinale neutre de l'ar-
bre, dans laquelle le disque (90) est situé à une dis-
tance d'un bouton du ou des second(s) module(s)
interrupteur(s) (42), dans une position de contact
résultant du mouvement longitudinal de l'arbre (8)
afin d'activer le ou les plusieurs second(s) module
(s) interrupteur(s) (48), l'ensemble interrupteur (2)
étant caractérisé, en outre, en ce que le palier
d'arbre est pourvu d'une fente permettant de définir
au moins une amplitude de mouvement rotationnel
et, facultativement, au moins une amplitude de
mouvement longitudinal, l'arbre (8) étant pourvu, en
outre, d'un ergot (32) partant de l'arbre et destiné à
s'engager dans la fente (30) de manière à restrein-
dre le mouvement longitudinal et rotationnel de l'ar-
bre (8).

4. Ensemble interrupteur (2) selon la revendication 2,
comprenant, en outre, un ressort de pression (22)
pouvant fonctionner avec l'arbre (8) pour contrain-
dre l'arbre (8) dans la position longitudinale neutre.

5. Ensemble interrupteur (2) selon la revendication 3,
dans lequel la fente (30) est définie par au moins
une partie de fente rotationnelle et, facultativement,
au moins une partie de fente longitudinale, ainsi
qu'une partie de fente radiale, et dans lequel la par-
tie de fente longitudinale limite l'amplitude du mou-
vement longitudinal de l'arbre (8) et, ainsi, du disque
(90), et la partie de fente radiale limite l'amplitude
du mouvement radial de l'arbre (8) et, ainsi, de la
rotation du disque (90).

6. Ensemble interrupteur (2) selon la revendication 3,
dans lequel le ou les plusieurs second(s) module(s)
interrupteur(s) comprend(comprennent) de multi-
ples modules interrupteurs (4e, 4f, 4g, 4h) position-
nés de manière à être actionnés par le disque (90).

7. Ensemble interrupteur (2) selon la revendication 6,
dans lequel un module interrupteur (4g) parmi les
multiples modules interrupteurs (4e, 4f, 4g, 4h) est
décalé dans le sens longitudinal par rapport à un
autre module interrupteur (4h) de manière à per-
mettre l'actionnement par le disque (90) dans un
mouvement de traction longitudinale de l'arbre (8)
et un mouvement de poussée longitudinale de l'ar-
bre (8), le mouvement de traction activant le module
interrupteur (4g) et le mouvement de poussée acti-
vant l'autre module interrupteur (4h).

8. Ensemble interrupteur (2) selon la revendication 3,
dans lequel le disque (90) est sélectionné dans un
groupe de disques dont un ne comporte aucune in-
terruption de périmètre (96), un comporte au moins
une interruption de périmètre (98) et un comporte
une pluralité d'interruptions de périmètre (106).

9. Ensemble interrupteur (2) selon la revendication 3,
dans lequel le disque (90) est porté à une extrémité
distale de l'arbre (8).

10. Ensemble interrupteur (2) selon la revendication 3,
comprenant, en outre, un second disque porté en
un endroit intermédiaire de l'arbre (8) à l'intérieur
du boîtier (6).

11. Ensemble interrupteur (2) selon la revendication 1,
comprenant, en outre, un élément entraîneur (66)
porté par le module interrupteur (4), l'élément en-
traîneur (66) étant pourvu d'une partie de rebord
(68) destinée à recevoir l'extrémité distale de l'arbre
pendant la rotation de ce dernier, dans lequel la par-
tie de rebord (68) a une dimension en largeur qui
limite le mouvement du module interrupteur (4).
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